maturitaworkout

1. Complete the questions with the words from the box. There is one extra word you do not need.

work, team, salary, on, job, for, well-paid, do, company

1. What sort of job would you like to ___ in the future? Why?
2. Would you like to do the same ___ as your mother or father? Why/Why not?
3. Would you prefer to work ___ a small local ___ or a big international one?
4. What do you think is more important: a high ___ or interesting ___? Why?
5. Do you prefer working on your own or in a ___?
6. What jobs do you think are ___?

2. What can you say when you are not sure? Match the beginnings and endings of six useful phrases with which you can start your answer.

1. That's a good/difficult ___
2. I'm not ___
3. I haven't ___
4. I have ___
5. It (all) ___
6. Let me ___

   a decided yet.
   b no idea.
   c depends.
   d think.
   e question.
   f sure.

maturitalexam

3. Work in pairs. Ask and answer questions from Exercise 1. Student A asks questions 1–3; student B asks questions 4–6. Give answers that are true for you and say as much as you can.

4. Now swap roles and ask the questions in Exercise 1 once again.